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A Voice Lesson by a great experienced teacher for you at less than half the price of a real private lesson.

For all ages and levels- to be used on your schedule. 41 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Instructional,

KIDS/FAMILY: Kid Friendly Details: Voice Lessons To Go! Volume 1 Vocalize and Breath Voice Lessons

To Go! is a great way to get going on your singing voice. Whether just beginning or as an addition to the

work you have done. Now there is no excuse not to practice and improve because this CD makes it so

convenient and easy. Vocalize and Breath is the first CD of the Voice Lessons To Go! series. It consists

of a half hour of vocal warms ups, then fantastic breathing exercises, and finally excellent advice on

posture and training. You will be guided through the exercises with vocal examples and piano

accompaniment by Ariella Vaccarino an excellent experienced voice teacher and professional singer from

Los Angeles. Ariella's explanations are clear and easy to follow. Developing your singing voice no longer

has to be just for people trying to make a career with their voice, or those with disposable income who

can afford private lessons. The weekly price for voice lessons averages $45-150 an hour depending on

your city. Who is this CD for? Singers, Actors, Dancers- This is an inexpensive way for the struggling

artist to get and keep their voices in shape. Teenagers - Whether you are watching American Idol with

pangs of desire to be on there, sing loudly along with your favorite pop stars, are trying out for the school

musical, or dreaming of singing at the MET some day. People who struggling singing- There are those

out there who feel, (it could be true or not) that they can't sing and are embarassed when they have to be

heard by others. This is an excellent private way to improve your singing with out having to deal with

embarassment or shyness. This CD will increase your abilities and confidence. Adults- Always singing in

your car, shower, or doing Karaoke? -but just are not willing or able to shower yourself with private

lessons yet. Ariella Vaccarino has been teaching Voice and Piano for over 12 years in the Los Angeles

area. She is an accomplished Opera singer, having studied voice at USC. Ariella has also performed on

many movie sound tracks. You can learn more about Ariella Vaccarino at her website: SheSingsOut.com
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